ABSTRACT Context: Mobile application developers are getting more concerned due to the importance of quality requirements or non-functional requirements (NFR) in software quality. Developers around the globe are actively asking a question(s) and sharing solutions to the problems related to software development on Stack Overflow (SO). The knowledge shared by developers on SO contains useful information related to software development such as feature requests (functional/non-functional), code snippets, reporting bugs or sentiments. Extracting the NFRs shared by iOS developers on programming Q&A website SO has become a challenge and a less researched area. Objective: To identify and understand the real problems, needs, trends, and the critical NFRs or quality requirements discussed on Stack Overflow related to iOS mobile application development. Method: We extracted and used only the iOS posts data of SO. We applied the well-known statistical topical model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to identify the main topics in iOS posts on SO. Then, we labeled the extracted topics with quality requirements or NFRs by using the wordlists to assess the trend, evolution, hot and unresolved NFRs in all iOS discussions. Results: Our findings revealed that the highly frequent topics the iOS developers discussed are related to usability, reliability, and functionality followed by efficiency. Interestingly, the most problematic areas unresolved are also usability, reliability, and functionality though followed by portability. Besides, the evolution trend of each of the six different quality requirements or NFRs over time is depicted through comprehensive visualization. Conclusion: Our first empirical investigation on approximately 1.5 million iOS posts and comments of SO gives insight on comprehending the NFRs in iOS application development through the lens of real-world practitioners.
I. INTRODUCTION
Requirements Engineering (RE) plays a vital role in the success of any software development process. RE is quite challenging, and there are many activities associated with it that are required to be adequately addressed in every software development life cycle. Requirements need to be adequately elicited, stated, verified & validated, and maintained as needed [1] - [4] . In recent years, the RE community started
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considering the user feedback available on different social media and online platforms as one of the potential sources of user requirements for fostering open innovation [5] - [9] . Chesbrough [10] defined open innovation as ''a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as they look to advance their technology.'' Open innovation paradigm has been recognized as a novel strategy for software development organizations to benefit from the sharing of novel ideas and embracing value creation processes across and outside the software development organizations boundaries. Some of the available sources of open innovation include social media technologies, online platforms such as the Stack Overflow Q&A community [11] , Twitter, issue tracking systems, and mobile application stores like Google's Play Store, and Apple's Play Store [12] . Stack Overflow Q&A community enables software developers to participate in social learning and sharing innovative ideas [13] .
Typically, software requirements are of two types: functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs) or quality requirements. Concerning the first type, new FRs can be elicited directly from a user through software feature requests [14] . The second type of software requirements (NFRs or quality requirements) can be extracted from the user content shared on different social media platforms like Stack Overflow Q&A site, Twitter, and feedback on different mobile application stores may be of interest since users are directly influenced by different NFRs/quality characteristics, e.g., usability, performance efficiency, and security. Stack Overflow is the most popular and widely used online Q&A forums by software developers around the globe for learning and sharing knowledge on a diverse range of software development related topics. These Q&A are asking help on some problem, reporting a problem/bug in a development tool and requesting a new feature (functional or non-functional requirement) missing in the existing development tools or applications which is ignored in previous research [15] . It is highly probable that the content shared on Stack Overflow posts contain statements about mobile application development, tools, and product qualities [12] , and will ultimately help software organizations in fostering open innovation.
The research effort on NFRs or quality requirements is significant, as they are vital to the success of software product development. These NFRs are the architectural drivers [16] , and inadequately addressing them will mostly result in project failure and increase in rework cost [1] , [4] . Thus, NFRs should be addressed in the early stages of any software development to avoid any underlying problems. However, eliciting an entirely complete and precise set of NFRs or quality requirements is challenging [17] , [18] .
The recent years have witnessed enormous growth in usage of mobile devices. Consequently, this rapid interest has drawn mobile application developers' attention too recently. The research shows that mobile application development is entirely different from traditional software development due to diversity in development practices, tools, evolving user needs, and platforms [19] - [21] . Some of the research studies considered the issues faced by mobile application developers (e.g., [19] , [22-[24] ), and others have focused on general software developers issues (e.g. [11] , [25] - [28] ). However, all of these studies are either too broad or lacks explicitly classification of the iOS mobile application development issues with the ISO9126 quality model.
The discussions made on Stack Overflow represent the real views and needs of software developers across the globe. The posts data extracted from Stack Overflow encompass millions of various posts shared by numerous software developers and professionals. There are millions of posts and comments available on Stack Overflow. However, we have used the data from 31 st July 2008 till 31 st August 2017 in this paper. More specifically, we merely focused on iOS mobile application development and extracted data tagged with ''iOS'' approximately 525K posts and 925K comments in total. There are numerous challenges associated with analyzing such large-scale textual content repository. For instance, manual analysis is not possible, and the majority of the conventional data mining techniques are not so capable. Thus, the wellknown statistical topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [29] , can assist in comprehending the unstructured natural language text data. We applied topic modeling LDA as a means to summarize them.
Previously, topic modeling method has been widely applied to summarize large corpora in certain domains including Software Engineering [19] , [22] , [25] , [30] . Some of the research works on topic analysis also depicts that topics extraction can be helpful to comprehend software maintenance activities [31] , [32] better. The topics mined from the repository summarize the main concepts in the repository, for instance, source code, text descriptions, and commit comments. The statistical topic model LDA can identify the topics of the repository. It generates multinomial distributions of the words to characterize the topics.
As the topics extracted are considerably abstract and challenging to comprehend fully, we require suggesting suitable labels for these topics to use it efficiently in discussion and analysis. The extracted topics made sense to real-world practitioners and matched their view of what has occurred [33] . We annotate them with the list of NFRs since the topic trends mostly corresponded to NFRs [34] . Through that, we determine the focus and needs of the iOS mobile application developers and represent visualizations of NFRs that iOS mobile application developers discussed during the development activities. Managers can also understand the topic-related activities of the iOS application developers more conveniently.
In this paper, we mine the topics of the repository using the statistical topic model LDA, and afterward annotate the topics with different NFRs labels using an available wordlist. Then, we examine the NFRs in all iOS discussions and specific iOS development technologies or categories. The NFRs analysis in all iOS discussions comprised of hot NFRs, unresolved issues, and evolution trend. The NFRs analysis in certain iOS technologies or categories comprises of hot NFRs, hard NFRs, and the trend of NFRs difficulty. We split the repository into time-windows when mining the topics of the repository. We divide the repository into 30 day periods (one month) and afterward applied the statistical topic model LDA to each of these time-windows. We partitioned the repository into time-windows rather than considering it as a whole since many topics are pretty local. Besides, this enabled us to examine the evolving trend of the NFRs and difficulty over time. For annotating the NFRs, we use the quality standard of ISO9126 [35] , which defines six high-level NFRs including; maintainability, functionality, portability, efficiency, usability, and reliability.
For our analysis, we utilize the iOS posts data from Stack Overflow. Besides, we also differentiated between iOS posts were having comments (a combination of information sources) or without comments (single information source) to match the outcomes between the two different settings. In this empirical research study, we set out to determine whether user content shared on Stack Overflow can also be a useful source of statements to support the elicitation of NFRs or quality requirements about iOS mobile application development. We specifically restrict the scope of our study to iOS mobile application development only. We have formulated the following research questions which will be addressed in this empirical study:
RQ1: What are the most important non-functional requirements discussed in all iOS discussions and specific iOS technologies or categories on Stack Overflow? RQ2: Which non-functional requirements questions remain unanswered the most in iOS Stack Overflow posts?
RQ3: What is the trend of the non-functional requirements over time in all iOS Stack Overflow posts?
RQ4: What are the most difficult non-functional requirements the software developers face in specific iOS technologies or categories in Stack Overflow posts?
RQ5: How does the non-functional requirements difficulty in different iOS specific technologies or categories changes over time?
The research questions aim to identify the critical NFRs or quality requirements discussed on Stack Overflow related to iOS mobile application development. We use a massive scale of iOS posts data available on Stack Overflow to investigate not only the essential NFRs along with their trend but also the common problems faced by iOS developers. Since thousands of experienced software developers daily use Stack Overflow, their discussions trends mostly represent the current needs of users and market trends. This will ultimately help 1) iOS developers to know what are the most critical NFRs and issues that need to be addressed first so that they can plan for them accordingly, 2) the evolution of NFRs and developers interests will aid iOS platform providers in providing more desired development support (e.g., offer a new API), 3) the evolution of NFRs trend will also help iOS developers, managers and vendors in comprehending the usage history of their products, 4) fostering open innovation in software development organizations, and 5) assist software engineering academics and industry in identifying the problematic areas for iOS developers that need further research and attention.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work, Section 3 describes in detail the planning and execution of the experimental approach used for this study. The analysis of the results of the study is explained in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the validity threats of this study. Finally, Section 6 provides the conclusion and point out avenues for future research.
The current empirical research work is the extension of our previous research work [36] . The main extensions in this study are the four refined investigations to examine the quality requirements or NFRs in specific iOS technologies or categories, which enable us to know iOS developers interests at a deeper level:
-We assessed the hot quality requirements or NFRs in specific iOS technologies or categories, the associations, and dissimilarities between them.
-We examine the correlation between quality requirements or NFRs significance and time in specific iOS technologies or categories.
-We explored the approach to characterize the difficulty of quality requirements or NFRs and assessed the challenging domains of quality requirements or NFRs the programmers come across in different specific iOS technologies or categories.
-We assessed the evolving trends of quality requirements or NFRs difficulty with time in specific iOS technologies or categories.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we shortly summarize the most relevant related work to this study in four different categories: the studies generally focusing on different aspects on Q&A website Stack Overflow; app store analysis focusing on user feedback analysis; the various studies of NFRs; and the diverse use of statistical topic model LDA aimed to study the emphasis and trends in software engineering data.
A. STACK OVERFLOW
There are number research efforts that have investigated different aspects of Stack Overflow. Ahmad et al. [15] recently presented the first comprehensive literature survey on mining Stack Overflow. They briefly summarized the different work on Stack Overflow about software development into two categories ''SO Design and Usage'' and ''SO applications.'' Treude et al. [11] categorized SO questions through qualitative coding and thoroughly examined the pivotal role of SO in software development. Yang et al. [37] performed a study by explicitly exploring the questions related to security on SO. They used LDA topic model tuned using Genetic Algorithm, aimed to group diverse security-related Q's based on their texts. The results revealed that questions related to security on SO cover a diverse range of topics, i.e., web security, mobile security, cryptography, software security, and system security were the most discussed topics in the questions posted on SO. Pinto and Kamei [38] investigated SO posts for categorizing posts related to some refactoring tools. Fontão et al. [39] assessed 1,568,377 technical questions from SO those were related to Android, iOS, and Windows Phone platforms to identify the activity level of developers and hot topics discussed. In contrast, our work aims to identify the issues and most essential NFRs discussed only in iOS posts. We then evaluated the identified NFRs with the ISO9126 quality model which is missing in their work. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. Ahmad et al.: Toward Empirically Investigating Non-Functional Requirements of iOS Developers on SO Martinez and Lecomte [40] investigated what mobile developers primarily discuss when they develop and maintain cross-platform mobile applications. Specifically, they remained focus on Xamarin framework by using two datasets of Q&A sites: Xamarin Forum and Stack Overflow. Mamykina et al. [41] examined the design features of StackOverflow. Asaduzzaman et al. [42] investigated the reasons behind questions are left unanswered on SO. Some of the significant reasons revealed are: unable to find suitable experts, unclear questions, and examples without code snippets. Bosu et al. [43] and Bazelli et al. [44] examined the different personality traits of SO users and mechanism for building a reputation on SO community. Bajaj et al. [28] investigated the misunderstandings and common issues among web developers through using SO posts. Jin et al. [45] studied specific gamified metrics linked with the response time of posts on Stack Overflow.
The work of Goderie et al. [46] presented a tag-based approach to forecasting the response time in SO posts. Calefato et al. [47] investigated and proposed how SO users can enhance the quality of their contribution to have more chances of acceptance. Novielli et al. [48] examined the idea of a sentiment analysis tool to identify the sentimental expressions in the posts of SO. The work by Anderson et al. [49] examined the dynamics of the long-lasting value of questions on Stack Overflow. The works of Anderson et al. [50] , Grant and Betts [51] , and Marder [52] examined significant aspects of user performance after getting badges, and specifically for evaluating how badges can push users to change their behavior on SO. Slag et al. [53] investigated one-day flies users to know why these users contribute only once on SO. Nasehi et al. [54] manually conducted a qualitative assessment to explore the salient features of perfect code examples in SO posts.
Honsel et al. [55] evaluated common myths about SO posts to discover whether the perception of software developers is accurate. Chowdhury and Hindle [56] proposed an approach to classify off-topic SO posts in programming-related internet relay chat channels. Li et al. [57] empirically investigated to identify the diverse needs and problems software developers face. Parnin et al. [58] empirically studied how SO enables crowd documentation for three popular APIs, namely, Android, GWT, and Java. Linares-Vásquez et al. [22] examined SO posts to classify the hot issues related to mobile application development. However, our work focuses on the perspective of non-functional requirements present in SO posts, to get detailed insights to better comprehend the identified non-functional requirements through mobile developers' eyes. Besides, our work also differs from them as we focus on more diverse technology categories to determine more aspects of iOS mobile development activities.
B. APP STORE ANALYSIS
There are several works done on extracting and analyzing user feedback on different app stores (i.e., Google Play Store, Apple iOS). One of the comprehensive literature survey done by Martin et al. [59] which systematically classifies the work done on different app stores for different software engineering purposes. Harman et al. [60] assessed different technical and business aspects of mobile apps by mining app features from the app descriptions discussed on app stores. Iacob and Harrison [61] retrieved and grouped app feature requests or requirements from the user reviews on the app store using some linguistic rules and statistical topic model LDA. The work of Galvis Carreño and Winbladh [62] also extracted and summarized the different user review made on the app store through using LDA topic model. Pagano and Maalej [63] examined the useful feedback of users extracted from app reviews productive for app developers. Other works done are on feature-based sentiment analysis of app reviews [14] , [64] , [65] , identifying user satisfaction in the app stores through similar words or phrases with a predefined dictionary [66] , identifying incorrectly rated app reviews [67] , categorizing the types of complaints by users and assess how complaints affect the ratings on the Apple iOS App Store [68] , and the empirical investigation of association between the success of mobile apps, and the change and fault-proneness of the APIs [69] . All of these works extracted and assessed user feedback available on app stores for different purposes, i.e., identifying features requests, bugs, or classifying user feedback to improve the quality of future release of the apps. However, our work is focused on identifying NFRs or quality requirements present in iOS posts on Stack Overflow.
C. NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The work of Chung and Nixon [70] considered to be the first work that examined how to handle non-functional requirements in the software development process. Eventually, they conclude that a non-functional requirements framework proposed in [71] would be quite useful for software developers and users. Chung et al. [72] , by reviewing on dealing with non-functional requirements conducted a well systematic and noticeable exploration on non-functional requirements in the Software Engineering domain. The work of Mairiza et al. [73] focused on the non-functional requirements on three vital aspects, comprising; definition and terminology, kinds, and non-functional requirements in several types of systems and diverse application domains. The work by Doerr et al. [18] conducted an industrial study on non-functional requirements via a hierarchical quality model. The emphasis of Glinz [74] remained on presenting a comprehensive survey on the definitions of non-functional requirements and identified their issues, and eventually came up with some notions for overcoming these issues/challenges.
The work by Umar and Khan [75] assessed numerous methods, practices, and frameworks of non-functional requirements suitable for software development. The research efforts of Galster and Bucherer [76] emphasized on identifying and classifying non-functional requirements for specific service-oriented systems. Ameller [77] investigated how different software architects consider non-functional requirements in practice. Later on, Ameller et al. [78] concerning model-driven development (MDD) combined non-functional requirements into the MDD process. The work of Kugele et al. [79] presented a unified model-driven development process for the deployment of certain real-time systems. The work of Ahmad et al. [80] remained on presenting an approach for modeling and verification of both functional and non-functional requirements. The study of Borg et al. [81] revealed that most software development organizations emphasis on functional requirements while non-functional requirements are hard to elicit effectively. The work by Damm et al. [82] developed a rich component model that combines functional and non-functional requirements based on the UML.
The research work by Cleland-Huang et al. [83] presented a unique approach to identify and categorize the nonfunctional requirements by requirements documents. The work by Eckhardt et al. [84] discussed the possibility of integrating non-functional requirements in seamless modeling. In another study by Eckhardt et al. [85] , concerning the difference between the functional requirements and non-functional requirements, revealed that most of the ''non-functional'' requirements are not non-functional. Besides, they also found that many supposed non-functional requirements can be tackled similarly like functional requirements. The work of [26] focused on identifying non-functional requirements in different development technologies. Noei et al. [86] work investigated the association of both device qualities and app qualities with the user-perceived quality of different Android apps available on Google Play Store by examining 20 device features, for instance, CPU and the display size, and 13 app features, for instance, code size and UI complexity. However, our work focus of research is different from all these efforts. We conduct an empirical study on non-functional requirements through mining programming Q&A website Stack Overflow using topic analysis. We thoroughly analyzed all iOS posts on SO for assessing non-functional requirements focus, level of difficulty and their evolving trends with the time, which is left unexplored in prior research.
D. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION (LDA)
LDA is amongst the favorite techniques used in the domain of Software Engineering successfully [87] - [89] . Barua et al. [25] proposed a technique to discover and assess the diverse topics from the textual content of SO by using LDA. The results revealed useful insights about topics related to different technologies, for instance, mobile application development, web development, version control systems to C# syntax and data management. Afterward, the different works of Linares-Vásquez et al. [22] and Rosen and Shihab [19] precisely focused on mobile application development related discussions made on SO using LDA. Similarly, the work of Allamanis and Sutton [90] explored topic modeling analysis to relate the questions with different software development concepts and identifiers. The common thing in our work and theirs is using the LDA model, however, is dissimilar from them due to focus and the kind of information analyzed. We remained focused on identifying and analyzing non-functional requirements iOS developers are concerned about based on SO posts and discussions.
III. PLANNING AND EXECUTION
In this section, we describe how we carried out our study in three steps. At first, we extracted the iOS posts data from Stack Overflow, and then applied some preprocessing steps on the extracted data. Then, we applied the topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation [29] to extract the topics of the corpus. In the last step, we match and label the topics with the identified NFRs through the wordlists defined by Hindle et al. [34] , especially suitable for the domain of software engineering. All the steps and the overall process followed in our empirical study is depicted in Figure 1 .
A. STEP 1: EXTRACTING AND SELECTING SO POSTS
To address the research questions of our study, we extracted the posts and comments from 31 st consists of a diverse range of questions about software development including mobile application development. These Q&A discussed by developers can be seeking a solution to a problem, knowledge sharing and reporting missing feature in some development tool. The original posts data provided by Stack Overflow is in XML format and have much redundant information. Thus, the authors used the Python library Beautiful Soup 2 and developed an automatic method to filter and extract/select only those posts tagged ''iOS,'' approximately about 525K posts and 985K comments in total. For instance, a sample (Post ID #10848) Stack overflow posts storage in the ''Posts.xml'' is illustrated in Figure 4 . As it is already known that the questions posted on the Stack Overflow website must be tagged according to the desired category, e.g., iOS, Android, and Java. To address the RQ1, we mainly used two types of the corpus: the first is the ''title'' & ''body'' of iOS posts combined with the ''text'' of the comments and the other only has the ''title'' and ''body'' of the iOS posts. We compare the outcomes between them, i.e., ''title'' & ''body'' of iOS posts combined with the ''text'' of the comments and ''title'' and ''body'' of the iOS posts without the text of the comments.
The second type of corpus is the category data extracted from posts according to Table 1 following [90] . For addressing RQ2, we only extract the ''title'' and ''body'' of the unanswered questions from iOS posts totaling approximately 228K. We assume the question as an unanswered question if there is no answer found for the said question. For addressing RQ3, we utilize both the ''title'' and ''body'' of iOS posts and the ''title'' and ''body'' of the unanswered questions with the aim to examine the trends of quality requirements or NFRs in all iOS discussions, and utilize the posts category data to examine the trends of quality requirements or NFRs in specific iOS technologies or categories. Besides, to address RQ4 and RQ5, the dataset we utilized is also the category data mined from iOS posts. Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the overall data set and the category dataset of different technology used each month respectively. They depict the details of the data used of each month (period), the x-axis represents the months, and the y-axis represents the number of posts or comments, the highest among them reaches approximately 18K.
After the desired posts data are successfully extracted, we preprocess the data following these two steps. First of all, we remove all those periods (months) which have posts less than 50, since fewer posts are unusable for the sake of analysis. For example, in August 2008, there are only three posts. Afterward, to further refine the information in the posts data we performed tokenization (e.g., removed punctuations), stop words removal (e.g., removed ''a,'' ''the'' and ''is''), and case unification respectively using Python language. All these steps were applied to remove unnecessary information from the posts data.
B. STEP 2: LDA TOPIC MODELING
In this research study, we use and construct the topic model LDA by Python sklearn [91] . The topic model LDA is applied to extract the topics of our corpus. LDA has been successfully applied and one of the most suitable techniques for identifying the topics of discussions in various natural language text documents. Besides, it has also been successfully applied for various purposes in Software Engineering domain, for instance, software change message classification [92] , software defect prediction [93] , bug localization [88] , and component assignment [87] . In LDA topic model, the topic represents the conditional probability distribution of words in a particular vocabulary. LDA uses not only the word frequencies but also the co-occurrences of frequencies in the text documents to build a model of semantically related words [94] . LDA generates semantically related topics when it identifies that there are sets of words that are likely to co-occur frequently in the text documents of the corpus. It is quite often that the words found in a topic are mostly semantically related. For instance, the topics (mouse, click, drag, right, left) and (user, account, password, authentication) represent a group of words that frequently co-occur in the text documents of a particular corpus [94] . Given a set of certain documents of a corpus, the LDA identify the topics and topic assignment for each document present in the corpus through machine learning algorithms.
Applying LDA, it needs specific inputs, i.e., the desired number of topics parameter K, the desired number of iteration N to be carried out, and the Dirichlet parameters α and β. The number of topics K is a user-defined parameter which regulates the granularity of the identified topics. α is a hyperparameter that regulates how much fuzziness is permitted in a topic's distribution across the words. β is the hyperparameter which regulates how much fuzziness is allowed in a topic's distribution across the documents of a corpus. For our experimental work, we selected the number of topics parameter K = 20 for each of the specified periods since the same words from different topics are not so frequent when the value of K = 20. However, the value of K = 20 is not necessarily the best choice but proved to be an appropriate value for NFRs analysis as reported in [31] , [34] . Besides, we did not change the default settings for N = 1000, α = 0.05, and β = 0.05. In our experiment, the outcome of the LDA is a matrix M where rows represent the K topics of posts or comments, and the columns represent the words of the topics respectively.
C. STEP 3: LABELING OF TOPICS WITH NFRs
To do NFRs analysis, we annotate the extracted topics with NFRs labels by using the ISO9126 quality model as the taxonomy of quality requirements or NFRs. We lack evidence to claim that ISO9126 quality model is the only correct and comprehensive standard available. Nevertheless, the ISO9126 quality model is the most commonly practiced software quality model at present. Thus, we deem it enough representatives to use for this research. We linked each of the quality requirement or NFR with a list of keywords, known as wordlists. The wordlist used in this study is the exp2; especially suitable for the domain of software engineering [34] is shown in Table 2 . The wordlists are not projects specific, i.e., independent which are derived from Boehm's quality model [95] and McCall's quality model [96] respectively. We match the words of the extracted topics with the words in the wordlists. If a match is identified between them, then the topic is labeled with the corresponding NFRs or quality requirement. In case no match is identified between them, then the topic is labeled with ''none'' since the topic is not related to any of the quality requirement or NFRs. Nevertheless, the extracted topics can also be labeled with one or more quality requirement or NFRs. To better comprehend the labeling process Table 3 illustrates some exemplary topics, NFRs labeling, and the sample posts which possess these topics as the most frequently occurred topics.
D. STEP 4: NFR's METRIC
From the previous step, we acquired the labeled topics to analyze the NFRs. For addressing the research questions, we then define the NFRs metric called R NFRs to specify the rate of different NFRs. This metric calculates the proportion of topics labeled by the respective NFRs and is given as:
K represents the exact number of topics extracted by our LDA model in each period (per month). M represents the total number of months that exists in our corpus. N x represents the number of topics labeled with the respective NFRs in the xth (particular) month. For instance, let's assume that the total number of topics in each month is 20, the total number of months is 5, and the number(s) of topics labeled with an NFR (e.g., reliability) from the 1 st month to 5 th month are 11, 9, 5, 7, and 8, the reliability has an R NFRs metric of 40%. This means that 40% of all the extracted topics contain the reliability NFR. The R NFRs metric enables us to calculate the relative popularity of a particular non-functional requirement.
E. STEP 5: VALIDATING THE CORPUS
For assessing the automated annotated results, four Ph.D. students in software engineering were invited to do the task of labeling the topics manually as a validation set. The annotation was accomplished in two steps: first of all the four annotators annotated the data from January 2016 till to March 2016 to assess the inter-rater reliability among them. Secondly, each of the four annotators labeled the data (January 2016-December 2016) for three months without annotating each other's annotations as a validation set.
The participants looked at the extracted topics of each period (month) and the words of each topic. Then, the participants suggested the suitable label (using one or more NFRs from ISO9126) to the topic based on their knowledge and expertise in the Software Engineering domain. Nevertheless, the participants can also label the extracted topics with ''none'' if they deem there is no NFRs related or linked to the topics. Besides, all of the participants did not annotate each other's annotations. During the labeling task, the participants also utilize the original data as supplementary information associated with the extracted topics being annotated. Moreover, we are quite confident that the manual labeling of topics performed by the participants is correct since they all have enough background and expertise in the Software Engineering domain.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

A. THE ACCURACY OF THE EVALUATION
To assess the accuracy of our NFRs labeling, we primarily use the well-known metrics of recall and precision rates for our study. We chose one-year post data from January 2016 to December 2016 as the testing set and ran our approach on it. Then, we compare the outcome with the results generated through the manual validation set. The calculation criteria for recall and precision rate are given in Equation 2 and 3 respectively.
Recall Rate = Ndetected/Ntotal (2) Precision Rate = Ndetected/Ndetectedall (3) where N detected represents the number of precise NFRs labels (i.e., the NFRs or quality requirements label corresponds to the manual annotation), N total represents the whole number of the manual NFRs labels in our testing set, N detectedall represents the whole number of NFRs labels (both correct and incorrect) generated in the experimental results through our automatic approach. For instance, if our approach labels a topic with usability, reliability, and portability, and in the manual validation set the participants labels the topic as usability, reliability, and functionality. Then, in such case the value of N detected is 2 (usability and reliability), the value of N total is 3 (usability, reliability, and functionality), and finally, the value of N detectedall is 3 (usability, reliability, and portability). After calculating, the values of recall rate are 2/3 approximately 66.7%, and the precision rate is 2/3 approximately 66.7% respectively. Figure 5 depicts the calculated recall rate and the precision rate for each period (month) of our results. It is evident in Figure 5 that the highest recall rate is 82%, and the precision rate is 81% respectively of our study results averaging approximately 77% and 70.33% respectively.
We performed an inter-rater reliability test to minimize the annotators' NFRs labeling bias. We employed nonparametric Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) [97] to assess the inter-rater agreement between four annotators using the three months labeled data by four annotators. Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) value has a scale between 0 and 1, where 0 depicts full disagreement, and 1 depicts full agreement. In our study, Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) for the labeling of the topics was 0.71, which depicts a substantial level of agreement [98] between the four annotators. Based on the depicted substantial agreement between all of the annotators, our labeling of topics is reasonably consistent. Nonetheless, based on the experiences gained from annotators of this study, we suggest other researchers have proper training and discuss the whole annotation process comprehensively to get more significant agreement among all of the annotators' annotation.
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B. RESULTS OF RQ1
For addressing the first research question, we primarily investigated which NFRs are discussed the most and less frequent to discover the hot NFRs the mobile application developers emphasis on. We study this from two main aspects. Firstly, we determine the hot-NFRs in all iOS discussions. Then, we investigate the hot-NFRs in specific iOS technologies or categories. Figure 6 depicts the rate of six different quality requirements or NFRs using the iOS posts data. The x-axis represents the rate or value of the R NFRs . The y-axis represents the six respective quality requirements or NFRs. It is evident in Figure 6 that the labels with the highly frequent topics are usability, reliability, and functionality. Efficiency and portability are less frequent NFRs or quality requirements. We did not see the maintainability NFRs. This trend of six different quality requirements or NFRs shows that mobile application developers are more concerned about usability, reliability, and functionality. It also reveals that they come across several problems of usability, reliability, and functionality when developing iOS applications. On the other hand, they are less concerned or face fewer problems of efficiency, portability, and maintainability during iOS application development. It specifies that the majority of the iOS developers' worldwide lean towards discussing the usability of mobile applications rather than maintainability. It also advises the worldwide mobile applications vendors should comparatively give more significance to the usability of the mobile applications. Besides, we also examine the rate of different NFRs in posts with user comments. The results revealed that the rate of different quality requirements or NFRs is almost similar to the results of using posts only, i.e., the highly frequent topics in descending order are usability, reliability, functionality, efficiency, portability, and maintainability (none). Moreover, it means that the generated results are identical exploring the topics with and without comments.
As most of the mobile application developers' work on one or more iOS specific development technologies, they might be concerned in the certain NFRs that emphasis in the specific iOS development technologies or categories. In addition to identifying the hot NFRs in iOS discussions, we also extracted the data of certain iOS technologies or categories to discover the associations and dissimilarities of the NFRs focusing on various sub-domains. We primarily were interested in recognizing whether some iOS development technologies or categories discuss certain quality requirements comparatively more often than the others. It is useful for project managers when deciding the initial design goals, or to track the development objectives at a particular stage. Figure 7 illustrates the rate of six different NFRs in different iOS technologies or categories. It is evident from Figure 7 that the hot NFRs label is usability, followed by the reliability and functionality NFRs in the ten different iOS technologies or categories. The NFRs labels efficiency and portability are comparatively less discussed topics. These statistics depict that the majority of the iOS mobile application developers focus mostly on the usability aspect, and almost none on the maintainability aspect, irrespective of the development technologies or categories they are involved in. The iOS mobile application developers tend to give more value or emphasis on usability more than any other NFRs while developing mobile applications. The comparative trends of the six NFRs in ten different iOS categories are almost identical, and the gap among the rates of each NFR on various iOS technologies or categories is also minor. It ultimately recommends that software quality issue also is of similar concern amongst the different technologies or categories. Besides, it is also evident that the relative trends of six different NFRs in Figure 6 and Figure 7 are almost identical. These results indicate that the difference in technology does not affect six different NFR to be or not to be hot over time.
C. RESULTS OF RQ2
To address the RQ2, we primarily focused on all unanswered iOS questions on Stack Overflow to investigate the unsolved critical domains. It in return will be more helpful for the iOS application developers to highlight the most challenging issues they face during application development. Figure 8 depicts the distribution rate of six quality requirements or NFRs about all iOS unanswered or unaddressed questions. It is evident in Figure 8 that the most frequent topics remain unresolved or unanswered are labeled with usability, reliability, functionality, and portability. The less frequent topics remain unanswered are labeled with efficiency and maintainability being the least frequent among all. It means that the iOS developers are facing continuous critical problems in handling usability and reliability issues. It warrants that more focus should be put on usability and reliability of iOS development since developers often unable to handle them. The issues of functionality and portability are comparatively less frequent but still needs attention to have successful iOS applications development. The least frequent are efficiency and maintainability problems in iOS development developers face, or they can better handle it easily those issues. In the future, more research is needed in this area to investigate in detail the nature of all those critical issues so that the academia and industry should come up with possible solutions.
D. RESULTS OF RQ3
To address RQ3, we only use posts data because the outcome of RQ1 determined that using posts alone and using posts along with the comments have the same results. Through our approach, we label the extracted topics of iOS posts, and revealed that most of the topics are labeled with one NFR is approximately 62.39%, more than one NFR are approximately 27.93%, and approximately 9.68% are labeled with ''none.'' Table 4 illustrates the percentages of different NFRs labeling. Figure 9 (a) depicts the outcomes of the iOS posts, and it is evident that almost all of the quality requirements or NFRs evolve except maintainability. Nevertheless, the trends of the NFRs are entirely different from one another. The trend of usability is almost entirely stable over the whole period having the highest frequency. The frequency of reliability is higher at the start but then its trend decrease over time. It is also evident that efficiency, functionality, and portability frequency trends are up and down with time. The frequency of maintainability is least among all and stays constant from the start until the end of the period. Figure 9 (b) depicts the outcomes of the unanswered iOS questions on SO. The frequency trend of efficiency, functionality, portability, and reliability is quite low at the start but then increase with time. The frequency trend of usability is the highest at the start and remains quite stable except a slight decrease is observed at the end. The frequency trend of maintainability is again the least (almost none) among all NFRs. To summarize the findings of both Figure 9 (a) and Figure 9 (b), it is evident that the trend of reliability, portability and functionality are interestingly growing not only in the iOS posts but also in the unanswered iOS questions. The trend of usability is having the highest frequency and is stable on both iOS posts and unanswered iOS questions. All these findings hints that reliability, portability, and functionality will raise the attention of the iOS developers and the usability will most probably stay hot in the coming years.
Besides, we also determine the correlation between the significance of software quality requirements or NFRs and time in specific iOS technologies or categories. We are primarily interested in investigating whether some NFRs are of more interest as the time evolves in specific iOS technologies or categories. For addressing this question, we equally split the whole dataset into eight non-overlapping frames (or windows) by time. Each of the frame (or windows) has 12 months posts data, to identify the NFRs trends from coarser time granularity in specific iOS technologies or techniques. For instance, Frame 0 has the feature requests data generated from August 2008 to July 2009; Frame 1 has the feature requests data generated from August 2009 to July 2010, and the list goes on till Frame 7 has the feature requests data generated from August 2016 to July 2017. Then, the rate of labeled topics is acquired. Figure 10 shows that the rate of different NFRs over time in specific iOS technologies or categories. From Figure 10 , it is evident that the rates of NFRs (especially usability, reliability, and functionality) are generally increasing with time for most of the iOS technologies or categories. Besides, we also explore the relationship between the six different NFRs and time by calculating their Spearman's coefficients. The purpose of calculating the Spearman's coefficients is to know the correlation between the importance of six different NFRs and the time. The outcomes of Spearman's coefficients are given in Table 5 . The Spearman's rank correlation coefficients denoted by r s and values are constrained to ±1, i.e., values closed to the ±1 are deemed as strongly correlated [98] - [100] . In the iOS technologies or categories Cocoa, Cordova, iPad, iPhone, Objective-C, Swift, and XCode the usability NFRs are strongly correlated. In the iOS technologies or categories Core-data, efficiency NFRs is strongly correlated, and in UItableview portability NFRs is strongly correlated. Moreover, in all of the ten iOS technologies categories, the usability, reliability, functionality and efficiency NFRs are comparatively more correlated than the rest of the portability NFRs. The NFRs maintainability is not correlated since it has almost no values. The outcomes indicate that the mobile application developers are concerned more about these NFRs more and more with time. It hints that the software quality requirements (usability, reliability, functionality, and efficiency) are of more interest as time progresses, which recommends that the mobile apps developers, managers, and researchers should give more consideration to these NFRs.
E. RESULTS OF RQ4
For addressing RQ4, we were primarily interested in investigating whether certain NFRs are comparatively challenging than others in the diverse specific iOS technologies or categories. Knowing the most challenging NFRs will help software engineering researchers and real-world practitioners determine the most demanding area to work on. To identify the challenges, we primarily investigated how probable it is for those problems to be successfully answered. As depicted in Table 6 , we utilize four metrics to identify the difficulty of a topic from [19] . The four metrics used in our study are; ''meantime,'' ''median time,'' ''Percentage Accepted,'' and ''Average number of Answers'' as illustrated in Table 6 . Usually, a question posted related to any topic or problem on SO; the questioner accepts the answer as an acceptable answer when it fulfills the desired needs of the questioner's. We examine the time it takes for a question(s) to obtain an accepted answer by deducting the creation date of the accepted answer and the question posts on SO. Then, we compute the meantime and median time of questions on SO on a particular topic. Once finding all the desired metrics, we calculate the difficulty of each of the NFRs through ensemble averaging and a linear combination via the NFRs labels of topics. Figure 11 illustrates the difficulty of each of the NFRs in different specific iOS technologies or categories. It is evident from Figure 11 that usability and reliability followed by functionality and portability NFRs are commonly more difficult than others in the majority of the iOS technologies or categories. In the ten different iOS categories, ten out of ten are usability and reliability the most challenging NFRs. Similarly, six out of ten is the functionality, and four out of ten is the portability the most difficult NFRs. The average difficulty value of usability of the ten iOS categories is the highest amongst all. It indicates that usability is the most challenging NFRs followed by reliability among all iOS technologies or categories. The SO questions related to usability had a slightly above average time to obtain accepted answers. Thus, put them in the lowest half for the average ratio of SO questions with accepted answers, and also a less average number of answers to the SO questions. Besides, it is also found that efficiency and maintainability (almost none) are the least difficult NFRs in all iOS categories. It recommends the real world application developers and researchers to invest more resources in usability and less on efficiency and maintainability. Moreover, the results from RQ1 revealed that usability is the hottest or most popular NFR and the results from RQ4 indicate that the usability turns out to be the most difficult NFRs amongst all iOS categories.
F. RESULTS OF RQ5
For addressing this research question, we explored the six different NFRs difficulty over time in the iOS specific technologies or categories. The heat map of six different NFRs difficulty over time in iOS categories is illustrated in Figure 12 . The various trends of each of the six NFRs difficulty in the respective iOS category are evident from Figure 12 , and it can be observed that most of the quality requirements or NFRs evolve with time. It specifies that the difficulty level evolves as time progresses. It is evident that an upward difficulty trend is observed in usability NFRs in some of the iOS categories. Nonetheless, the difficulty level of usability NFR is still high in almost all iOS categories which warrant that more emphasis should be put on it to solve the issues raised in those questions. There are also some NFRs that fluctuate as the time evolves like reliability and functionality NFRs in most of the iOS categories. It depicts that the difficulty in reliability and functionality NFRs fluctuation possibly could be sporadic and reactive to external factors. Generally, the heat map depicts that the difficulty of six different NFRs in some of the iOS categories might become more challenging as the time evolves. We also discover that the difficulties of NFRs in the starting years are considerably higher than the other years.
It possibly could be due to the proportion of the accepted iOS answers and the aggregate numbers of iOS answers are relatively fewer than the later years.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Some of the potential validity threats [15] , [21] , [101] - [103] of our study are discussed below:
A. INTERNAL VALIDITY For our LDA model, we selected to use 20 as the number of topics parameter (K) for each of the specified period since same words from different topics are not so frequent when the value of K = 20. However, the value of K = 20 is not necessarily the best choice but proved to be an appropriate value for NFRs analysis as reported in [104] - [106] . The motive is to look for an optimal value between the available coarser and finer grained values. To minimize this validity threat, we tested with diverse values and selected the one that provided better outcomes by looking at the identical words from diverse topics and the aggregate prevailing topic probabilities specified by the LDA model. Also, to minimize the validity threat of value of K = 20, in future, we plan and welcome other researchers to use some machine learning method for selecting the appropriate number of topics to be extracted by the LDA. Nevertheless, K = 20 is not necessarily the ideal selection, but it proved to be a suitable value for our NFRs study analysis, and after testing several values of ''K'' we are confident enough that the value of K = 20 is appropriate for our study.
The other validity threat is the reliability of the six different NFRs labeling performed. To minimize this validity threat, we assess the six different NFRs labeling on 12 months of iOS data using the measure of recall and precision rates, and the outcomes revealed it might not be precisely correct. Nonetheless, it is acceptable enough. While employing the LDA topic model, LDA models the inside contents of iOS posts as plain VOLUME 7, 2019 A. Ahmad et al.: Toward Empirically Investigating Non-Functional Requirements of iOS Developers on SO text, comprising different source codes. As there might exist a condition that iOS questions are containing more source code than the plain text, the source code is comprised of different words (i.e., classes, methods names, and variables) concerning the application area that possibly could lead LDA model to classify the concepts incorrectly. Nevertheless, in comparison with the number of words in total, there is a trivial number of application area related words. The investigation offers some form of generalization. We leave this as future work to conduct an improved investigation by taking into consideration source code removal from SO posts.
For questions classification to the different iOS technologies or categories, we primarily used the tags of the iOS posts. The possibility exists that the tags of iOS posts are left by the mobile application developers or incorrectly labeled. To minimize this threat, we performed manual inspection of the iOS posts related to the different technologies or categories and verified that they possess the suitable iOS questions. The other threat is related to the selection of ten iOS technologies or categories, maybe there are other more comprehensive categorizations which contain all the discussions in Stack Overflow, but the categorization in the paper is reasonably diverse and representative. We specifically considered Stack Overflow questions of different types to determine the NFRs in different iOS technologies or categories. Thus, our selection is quite comprehensive as it covers different iOS technologies sufficiently.
While detecting if the iOS questions were effectively answered in RQ4, we supposed that the question poser would consider the answer as accepted if it resolves their issue. Nonetheless, they are not required to perform this, and it is quite likely that we could not catch all of the successfully answered iOS questions precisely. We divided the whole corpus into certain time-windows by using the period size equal to 30 days like [31] . We lack the proof to specify that selecting 30 days period size is the appropriate distribution, though it is a considerably suitable medium granularity value for our six different NFRs analysis. The period comprising excessively many posts and thus accumulating excessively many words might cause the discrepancy between topics is not apparent sufficiently, while the period comprising scarce data is not enough for conducting the analysis. The 30 days size is lesser than the period having excessively many posts but considerably substantial for a sufficient number of posts to examine. Besides, some other internal threats to the validity of this study were minimized by utilizing certain available developed tools for extracting the desired iOS posts data, executing the LDA model, labeling topics with six different NFRs and finally visualizing the results. We used the Python library Beautiful Soup to extract and parse iOS posts data, Python sklearn to build our LDA topic model, Python for labeling the six different NFRs, Microsoft Excel and plotly [107] for visualizing the figures.
B. EXTERNAL VALIDITY
One of the possible threats of this study is that we only used Stack Overflow posts data. Nevertheless, SO is one of the well-known and widely used programming Q&A website by software developers across the globe. SO is populated with thousands of diverse programming related questions daily. In this study, we used the data dump from 31 st July 2008 up to 31 st August 2017. The scale and diversity of SO give some form of generalization. In the future, we plan to conduct and welcome other researchers to do more enhanced analysis by adding other similar programming Q&A sites and forums. Besides, applying ISO9126 is also a threat to the validity as there is lack of evidence to state that ISO9126 is the only suitable standard. However, ISO9126 currently is the most commonly used software quality model and delivers a universally recognized terminology for software quality in the software industry [35] , [108] . Therefore, we consider it is adequate to use it for this study. In the future, we would take into consideration other commonly practiced software quality models, for instance, ISO25010.
C. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
The reason behind selecting SO as a Q&A data set is due to the presence of a diverse set of developers who post questions and answers related to the iOS mobile application development. There is a possibility that some of the posts could be posted by the end user which could be a threat to the validity of the results. Nevertheless, the authors are confident that the ratio of such posts are quite less as the majority of the questions posted on Stack Overflow are by professional programmers. Thus, the authors can confidently conclude that the experiment iOS posts data was by in large discussed by experts iOS programmers on SO and thus the results are considered reliable. Moreover, to reduce this validity threat, the authors plan and welcome other researchers to investigate only those iOS posts which have gained more votes and answers.
D. CONCLUSION VALIDITY
While building the validation corpus of this study, the annotators might have some level of biases due to the difference in understanding and subjectivity. To reduce the effect of this threat to minimal, we invited four Ph.D. students in Software Engineering to do the labeling task of the topics manually. Besides, we also assessed the inter-rater reliability agreements between the annotators labeling task using Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) [97] .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We used LDA topic model to identify and evaluate the different NFRs discussed in iOS application development on Stack Overflow posts. This study offers an approximate comprehension of the different NFRs through the contemporary diverse iOS practitioners' eyes. It highlighted and recommended the real problems and needs of the diverse iOS application developers. We have primarily investigated the different NFRs the iOS developers concentrated on, the NFRs problems or difficulties the iOS developers confronted with, and the evolving trends of different NFRs difficulty and focus with the evolution of time. Our findings revealed that iOS developers focus mostly on usability, reliability, and functionality. They are found comparatively to be less focused on efficiency and portability, while maintainability is almost neglected. The outcomes of using posts alone in comparison with the output of using posts along with the comments yielded similar results. The most problematic areas left unresolved lies in usability, reliability, and functionality, which hints of more work to do in the future in these areas to improve iOS development.
We also examine the trends of the six quality requirements or NFRs on the iOS posts and the unanswered iOS questions. The trend analysis of the six different quality requirements or NFRs yielded that they change over time. The evolution of NFRs like reliability, portability, and functionality will raise the attention of the iOS developers, and the usability will most probably stay hot in the coming years. Besides, we explore the six NFRs in specific iOS technologies or categories and examine the associations and discrepancies amongst them. The outcome revealed that the quality NFR is considered as a similar concern amongst diverse iOS technologies or categories as the iOS developers' emphasis more on the usability NFR, and less on the maintainability NFR. The results also depicted that some of the NFRs are of more interest amongst iOS developers as the time evolves. Furthermore, we examine the difficulty of the six NFRs for each of the iOS categories by using the four metrics. We find that usability is the most challenging NFR, whereas efficiency and maintainability are the least challenging NFRs faced by iOS developers. The outcomes from examining the difficulty trend of NFRs with the evolution of time in the ten iOS categories depicted that most of the NFRs difficulties changes over time, and an upward difficulty trend is observed in usability NFRs in some of the iOS categories. Moreover, all these findings suggest that the content shared on Stack Overflow posts should be considered more thoroughly and thoughtfully as an elicitation source for NFRs or quality requirements. In the future, we welcome other researchers and would like to focus more intensely on specific iOS development technologies to analyze the needs and problems of iOS developers. 
